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Executive 
summary
In 2020, organizations that sell to other businesses 
have had to rapidly change their go-to-market 
models. In fact, according to a recent McKinesy 
survey of 3,600 B2B decision-makers, 96% of 
respondents say they’ve had to change the way 
they do business as digital channels become the 
default approach.

To cut through the noise and find out what 
the best B2B marketers are doing to adapt to 
today’s new digital norms, ON24 and NetLine sat 
down with leading marketing expert and CMO 
at Conversica, Rashmi Vitta. The trio discussed 
today’s new reality at length and discussed what 
marketers can do to keep their newfound digital 
momentum going. Here are a few highlights from 
their discussion:

Most B2B organizations are coping 
— but they must not stay static
Although 2020 has seen major impacts to 
the world economy, B2B organizations are 
demonstrating significant resilience. In particular, 
the working relationships between sales and 
marketing are, on the whole, positive.

In the poll of B2B professionals, 59% state that 
their sales and marketing organizations are 
performing well, with 8% of the total describing 
the situation as “excellent” and 51% stating it was 
“good.” By contrast, fewer than one in 10 (8%) said 
it was “poor” or “very poor.”

That being said, the near-complete shift to digital 
interactions means that organizations must 
improve sales-marketing alignment going forward, 
or risk losing ground to competitors with stronger 
performance in the digital arena.

Canceled physical events pose a 
particular challenge
For high-end enterprise sales in particular, face-
to-face interactions remained a standard way 
of doing business even up to 2019. This can be 
demonstrated by the numerous, large-scale 

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/survey-us-b2b-decision-maker-response-to-covid-19-crisis
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/survey-us-b2b-decision-maker-response-to-covid-19-crisis
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conferences present even in the software industry 
— from Dreamforce in the US to DMEXCO in Europe.

But the reliance on in-person events has posed 
a significant issue. Data in this report show 73% 
of respondents cited the cancellation of in-
person events as a key challenge — higher than 
any other problem — quickly followed by fewer 
sales opportunities being generated. Following 
this was that 46% said there were fewer sales 
opportunities being generated.

Digital channels scale effectively 
but require a different approach
The move to digital channels provides numerous 
benefits, from the ability to perform more 
efficiently in the absence of business travel to the 
opportunity to connect with a far wider audience.

However, even though 47% report that reallocating 
budget from physical to digital has worked well, 
marketers need to be aware that the change in 
business environment has shifted buyer behavior. 

For example, buyers have been consuming far more 
content. Figures from NetLine show that the total 
demand for B2B content rose by 49.8% year-
over-year in May 2020 — but this may represent an 
increase in the number of touches that now happen 
in the research stage, rather than a rise in total 
purchases. Similarly, ON24’s COVID Benchmarks 
Report shows that in April 2020, webinar 
consumption has risen by 293% compared to the 
2019 monthly average. It is therefore important 
to both adapt the weighting given to content 
touchpoints during qualification and to tailor 
messages to the changing environment.

Fortunately, marketers are adapting. Some 67% of 
marketers say changing communication style and 
messaging has worked well, while close to half 
(47%) have changed roles and responsibilities. More 
than one in eight (13%) also say they have benefited 
from adjusting KPIs and targets.

How to learn more
The webinar generating these insights is always-on and ready to view. Register now to hear more.

To sign up to future sessions, visit www.on24.com/resources/upcoming-webinars.

Tessa Barron, VP Marketing at ON24 and David Fortino, SVP Audience and Product at NetLine would 
also like to thank Rashmi Vittal, CMO at Conversica for joining the discussion and providing valuable 
recommendations for today’s B2B professionals.

https://blog.netline.com/how-covid-19-continues-to-impact-b2b-content-consumption/
https://www.on24.com/resources/assets/webinar-benchmarks-report-post-covid-trends/
https://www.on24.com/resources/assets/webinar-benchmarks-report-post-covid-trends/
https://www.on24.com/resources/assets/insight50-virtual-reality-how-to-augment-the-sales-marketing-organization-digital-first-future/?utm_source=ON24&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=B2BtrendsReportQ2
http://www.on24.com/resources/upcoming-webinars?utm_source=ON24&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=B2BtrendsReportQ2
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Change is Critical in the 
Short, Medium and Long-Term
The rise of digital has categorically transformed 
the marketing world — that is no surprise. But 
up to now, this transformation has occurred at a 
very different pace to what sales and marketing 
organizations have experienced over the past few 
months as a result of the outbreak of COVID-19. 

In a recent discussion, our experts shared 
recommendations for immediate action to keep 

marketing relevant during uncertain times. Now, 
marketers face a potentially much longer-term 
digital-first future in which strategy, roles and 
responsibilities, technology and buyer behavior 
look different than before. 

As it stands, marketers appear to be staying afloat 
— respondents to an ON24 poll shared how they 
think their organization is faring at the moment:

In your opinion, how well is your sales and marketing organization currently performing?

Excellent 8%

Good 51%

Adequate
33%

0% 20% 40% 60%

Very poor 5%

Poor 3%
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Encouragingly, the majority (51%) are experiencing 
good performance at their organization, with 
a further 8% seeing performance as excellent. 
One-third think their organization is performing 
adequately, and under 1 in 10 think performance 
has been poor (3%) or very poor (5%). Looking to 
help marketers get to a place of great performance, 
our experts have shared just how important it is to 
keep preparing for change beyond the short-term. 

Don’t freeze, future-proof
Tessa Barron, VP of Marketing at ON24, notes 
that while the past few months have condensed 
the typical shift to digital into a few short weeks, 
marketers still need to be forward-looking and 
future-proof efforts. Even as companies move 
out of crisis mode, the marketing world has 
experienced an inflection point from which there 
is no going back. In fact, Tessa suggests marketers 
need to redouble efforts in digital transformation: 

“
I think there is a real chance that if you 
stay frozen, your competitors are going 
to out-digital you. At a time when rapid 
revenue recovery is more important than 
ever, it’s just going to leave you even 
further behind.” 

Rashmi Vittal, CMO at Conversica, concurs — she 
acknowledges companies have had to get by 
in the short-term with whatever stage of digital 
transformation they were at when this period 
of crisis began, but encourages them to keep 
investing in digital with economic recovery in 
mind. Though the current situation is largely 
unprecedented, economic uncertainty and 
recessions are not. Based on how companies have 
reacted to those downturns in the past, it’s always 
better to keep investing:

“
Research shows that if companies stay 
flat, freeze, or dramatically reduce 
their spend in marketing and sales now, 
that they are less likely to recover fast 
enough against their market competition 
when the time arises.”

 
For Rashmi, this long-term preparation includes 
considerations of any workforce reduction or 
resizing that has taken place in the immediate 
aftermath of a crisis. Economic recovery is likely to 
happen in stages and companies need to be able 
to scale workforce productivity up or down in a 
cost-effective manner to meet demand. 
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Be bold and embrace changes
David Fortino, SVP Audience and Product at 
NetLine, sees the dilemma in simple terms — 
that to not change would be catastrophic. He 
reminds organizations that their reaction not 
only impacts employees, but how customers feel 
and what market footprint they leave. As such, 
reacting based on a prospect’s potentially very 
different needs is crucial. He cites a report by 
MarketingSherpa which found that 44% of B2B 
buyers are looking for better ways to extract value 
from existing members, while just 16% want 
information about additional capabilities that 
could bolster flow through. 

Changes in customer priorities should lead to 
changes in strategy. David urges forward-thinking 
marketers in more archaic or conservative 
industries that are resistant to change, to  
push through: 

“
Now is not the time to hold back the reins 
and stay true to what you were in the 
past. It’s a great opportunity to try to 
innovate and reach beyond your comfort 
zone based upon what your clients are 
telling you.”

 
To convince leadership that stasis isn’t the answer, 
Rashmi recommends marketers take a data-driven 
approach to investment that can prove ROI for 
every dollar spent. 
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What are Experts Doing to 
Action Change?
Just as change is critical beyond the short term, 
marketers are likely to keep facing challenges 
alongside a developing response to the pandemic 
in the professional world. 

An ON24 poll allowed marketers to share some of 
the key challenges their team is facing at  
this stage:

What challenges are your sales and marketing teams currently facing?

Cancellation of 
in-person events 73%

Fewer sales  
opportunities 

being generated
46%

Fewer leads 
being generated 
from marketing

21%

Loss of existing 
customers 18%

Marketing leads 
not converting 

as well
14%

20% 40% 60% 80%0%

Other 7%

Reduced 
headcount and 

hiring plans
14%
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Unsurprisingly, more than 7 in 10 (73%) 
respondents are feeling challenged by the 
cancellation of in-person events. In our Q1 report, 
our experts shared their expertise on taking in-
person events online (at the time this was newly 
relevant). Sales and marketing are now facing the 
likelihood of long-term changes to the nature  
of events. 

Other commonly faced challenges are fewer sales 
opportunities (46%) and fewer leads generated 
from marketing (21%), as well as the loss of 
existing customers (18%), marketing leads not 
converting as well (14%), and reduced headcount 
and hiring plans (14%). 

Canceled physical events will 
leave holes to fill 
Just as the majority of respondents feel challenged 
by the cancellation of in-person events, Tessa 
has seen this challenge facilitate a remapping of 
the entire customer journey at ON24. Removing 
physical events from the mix highlighted gaps in 
the buyer’s journey from the top of the funnel  
to individual sales meetings, which were being 
filled by the catch-all opportunity provided by  
in-person discussions:

“
At physical events, in the same experience 
you’re able to talk to someone who’s 
ready for a demo right now while also 
explaining your solution to someone who 
may not even understand that it exists. 
You’re able to have those far-ranging 
conversations. We were using that as a 
bit of a crutch to deal with ‘the  
messy middle.’”

Tidying this messy middle meant creating specific 
programs for newly distinct stages of the buying 
journey. This includes adding a sales layer to 
every single stage, using virtual assistants and 
automation where needed to allow for more 
deliberate strategy and creating a new org chart 
looking at foundational capabilities like brand and 
demand gen in relation to every buyer stage.

How are you? 
At NetLine, David and his team have recognized 
a big departure in the type of content being 
consumed via their platform, in particular the high 
volume of content that speaks to people’s mental 
state. With marketers seeking information on 
topics like anxiety, stress management and finding 
confidence, David emphasizes the importance of 
adapting both messaging and strategy to lean into 
what key accounts and partners need right now — 
not just as companies and marketers, but  
as people. 

“
We can offer the most value when 
we’re not talking about exercises and 
campaigns and executions, but actual 
real-world dialogue and relationships 
with key accounts. If that means talking 
people through a tough day, that’s  
what it takes. Earning that trust lasts  
in perpetuity.”

 
Rashmi adds to this by reminding marketers that 
digital interactions are now more important than 
they ever have been. In this context, starting 
interactions with a simple “how are you?” is crucial 
to showing an understanding of how testing these 
times are. 

https://www.on24.com/resources/assets/2020-b2b-marketing-trends-report-brand-content-sales-marketing-alignment/?utm_source=ON24&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=B2BtrendsReportQ2
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What’s more, Rashmi highlights that prioritizing 
empathy at this time means keeping in mind 
where the majority of customer interaction and 
customer connection points take place on a 
day-to-day basis. Often, this is with customer 
success teams or account management teams 
who can feel constrained from providing active, 
personalized engagement by a lack of resources 
or overwhelming client-to-rep ratios. As such, 
enabling and empowering teams involved with 
these regular touchpoints will allow for better 
conversations that truly get a sense of what 
customers need. Rashmi says:

“
Empathy should be the driving force 
behind how you handle these business 
situations. How you deal with your 
customers now is a great indicator for 
your relationship with them, and for 
how they’re going to help you once the 
recovery phase hits — they’re going to be 
right there with you.”

Empathy with customers needs to be a proactive 
process, rather than a reactive one. Tessa 
shares that for ON24, this meant building more 
infrastructure around customer touchpoints, 
including a smarter configuration of their inbox 
where once customers could only contact ON24 via 
a single email address:

“
I am very excited to rebuild the way that 
our workflow processes operate, mainly 
so that we can stop reacting, because 
it’s just not sustainable.”
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Dealing With Scale in a 
Digital-First Future
So, what steps are marketers themselves taking in their continued approach to this 
challenging time? Some are indicated in a poll by ON24:

What changes or approaches have worked well for your sales and marketing team?

Changing our 
communication style 

and messaging
67%

Implementing or 
changing technology 53%

Reallocating 
budget from 

physical to digital
47%

Changing roles and 
responsibilities 47%

Offering charitable 
support 17%

20% 40% 60% 80%0%

Other 3%

Adjusting KPIs 
and targets 13%
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The change or approach that has worked well for 
the most respondents is changing communication 
style and messaging (67%). Rashmi shares that 
creating bolder messaging to rise above the noise 
has been a key step for Conversica:

“
You have to really think about whether 
content is going to be educational, 
informative and advisory to your target 
audience — in whatever shape that  
might take.”

Other steps that have worked well for the 
marketers surveyed are implementing and 
changing technology (53%), reallocating budget 
from physical to digital (47%), changing roles and 
responsibilities (47%), offering charitable support 
(17%) and adjusting KPIs and targets (13%). 

These approaches speak to a need to adapt to 
changing productivity and demand — to this end, 
our experts consider the issue of scaling for sales 
and marketing teams whose digital capabilities 
may be put to the test in the months and years  
to come.

Focus on core KPIs 
Now that every interaction is necessarily digital, 
Tessa considers a key step to be starting to qualify 
those interactions. This involves documenting and 
measuring the nature of customers interactions 
with digital touchpoints:

“
When everything is digital, the scale of 
your interactions will exponentially 
multiply. You need to have processes in 
place to be able to understand who is 
there to consume content, who is in a 
discovery phase, who is ready to talk to a 
salesperson and who is ready to buy.”

David agrees that without these processes, many 
companies are at risk of becoming overwhelmed. 
But he emphasizes that as long as new data 
is being distilled down into the core KPIs that 
are right for a team, executive leadership, and 
an organization as a whole, this will be more 
manageable:

“
Focus on having a unified attribution 
model that is holistically applied across 
all touchpoints and systems. If you’ve got 
a common proof point where all data is 
being vetted out using the same standard 
terminology, it lessens the burden.”
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Reconsider how you score 
Rashmi cites the experience of her team at 
Conversica, reminding marketers that engagement 
can and should be scored differently during times 
of crisis or change. Engagement now is different 
than engagement before, and many sales teams 
might struggle as the qualification of leads catches 
up this new reality. 

Assets like an augmented workforce or an 
intelligent virtual assistant can help to determine 
lead quality for overwhelmed sales teams, who 
may also be feeling the effects of frozen hiring or 
reduced workforce:

“
Digital interactions are twice as 
important now than ever before. How are 
you going to reach customers at scale 
in a way that’s going to be meaningful, 
so you can get more of that for your 
salespeople?” 

For David, the knowledge that digital interactions 
are now more important can also be seen as 
welcome news. At a time when management 
teams are asking professionals to cut back on cost 
and bandwidth, and to economize their efforts in 
general, it’s unlikely that free time is being used to 
casually peruse vendor websites:

“
If people are finding their way to you and 
engaging with you, maybe some of the 
stats that historically we would have 
said weren’t as important, could arguably 
be important in this current climate. Yet 
the timeline and the definition as to what 
that means to the salesperson likely 
needs to change.”
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Final Takeaways
Here are our experts’ top tips for augmenting long-term recovery in the next 
phase of this unprecedented time:

Pause for thought before taking 
drastic action
Tessa urges sales and marketing teams to not 
panic or rush:

“
Take the time to reset, even if just for 
a week. I think that it goes a long way 
toward being ready for what’s next, 
and I highly encourage an audit and 
reassessment. Make organizational 
changes now so that you can start to 
execute sooner.”

Strengthen foundations at a  
human level
David’s top tip is to nurture the most strategic 
accounts and partners at a personal level, despite 
this not being particularly scalable:

“
The deeper an inroad you have in a 
relationship with a vendor in a difficult 
time will be remembered, and it most 
certainly will be reciprocated. It’s to 
give them confidence that you’re the 
right thing for them as much as possible.”

Look ahead and invest in  
the long-term
For Rashmi, remaining open-minded and investing 
in a long-term future is key: 

“
Think creatively, think outside of the 
box and consider new ways that people, 
processes and solutions can help you 
— because it doesn’t have to go back to 
business as usual. There are ways that 
you can adapt to this new normal.”


